Conditional statistics of thermal dissipation rate in turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection.
The statistical properties of the thermal dissipation rate in turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a cylindrical cell are studied by means of three-dimensional direct numerical simulations for a fixed Prandtl number Pr = 0.7 and aspect ratio Γ = 1. The Rayleigh numbers Ra are between 10(7) and 3 × 10(10). We apply a criterion that decomposes the cell volume into two disjoint subsets: the plume-dominated part and the turbulent background part. The plume-dominated set extends over the whole cell volume and is not confined to the boundary layers. It forms a complex spatial skeleton on which the heat is transported in the convection cell and its volume fraction decreases with increasing Rayleigh number. The latter finding holds also when the threshold, which separates both subvolumes, is varied. The Rayleigh number dependence of the mean moments and probability density functions of the thermal dissipation are analyzed on the subvolumes and related to other possible divisions of the convection volume, such as into boundary layer and bulk. The largest thermal dissipation events are always found in the plume-dominated subset.